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You have been enjoying Mario PC games since long and have always loved the funny and most
interesting characters of the games. But why limit your fun and enjoyment to your computers only
when you can bring all those characters to your room? Now you have got the chance to play with
these characters in the form of Mario Toys. All these toy characters come in the form of Charms,
Keychains, Plushes and Stationary. The characters of the animated series are designed for the kids
of all ages and no special instructions are required to use these replicas of otherwise bigger figures.

All Mario Toys have been designed keeping in mind the utility of each product and they are not only
there to be used by kids for playing but can be used as candy dispensers, coin boxes and more.
Many people use these soft and squishy charms to hang in their cars and the PVC Donkey Kong
and other toys are used by infants in their teething days. These toys are available in many sizes and
how big or small space may be available, the kids can easily stock up their wardrobes with these
low cost entertainment tools. Now choose anything from â€˜Super Mario Save Yoshiâ€™, â€˜Super Mario
Power Coinsâ€™, â€˜Mario Truck 2â€™, â€˜Mario Bros Motobike 3â€™, â€˜Super Mario Invadersâ€™, â€˜Super Mario Flashâ€™,
â€˜Super Mario Ghost Islandâ€™ and other tales and your entire wish list can now become a reality by
laying hands on any of these interesting Mario Toys.

Those who are fond of playing computer games always try their hands on Mario. This real fun has
been made possible with the creation of the characters which have remained the part of your
entertainment since many years. Mario Toys bring to you 1.5 to 2.1 inches Penguin Mario and Yoshi
Mini Action Mascots, Buzzy Beetle and Foo Charms, Mini Figures collection of Bee Mario and Bee
Mushroom 1.5 inches Mario with .75 inches Yellow Luma Star and other characters which all the
kids would like to have. Mario Toys not only bring the individual toys but the sets containing more
than one toy can also be found there.

All the characters have been made so perfectly that they look as close as the live ones. Among the
popular Mario Toys you get figure of Boo Mushroom from Super Mario Galaxy 2, Bullet Bill from
Super Mario, figure of 1.5 inch Tenorikuma from Hello Kitty and Sanrio Friends Choco Egg, figure of
Green Koopa Shell on a Brick Block, Mario figure in display case and Nintendo Mario, 8 inch Mario
in Plush series and many other attractive items which you can easy carry to entertain yourself.

All the Mario Toys are made from eco-friendly and non-toxic materials and are not harmful for
children of any age group. They are easily available at the toy stores near your location but if you
are not able to find them there then you can order them through online stores easily.
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